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The Chronicle 
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CSU Chancellor Ann Reynolds, speaking In the upper 
commons on Friday, Apr. 15. Photo By: Eirond C. Lawrence 
Election results 
A run-off election for the position 
of Associated Students, Incor­
porated President will be held April 
27 and 28. Candidates Larry Hetter 
and Patrick Lews qualified for the 
run-off election by placing first and 
second in voting Tuesday and Wed­
nesday. Hetter received forty-five 
percent of the vole, with Lewis 
receiving twenty-nine percent. A.S.I. 
By-Laws require a candidate to 
receive fifty-percent plus one vote to 
win on the first ballot. 
Susanne Everhart was elected 
A.S.I. Vice President, receiving 973 
votes. 
Douglas Gonzalez collected 954 
votes to be elected A.S.L Treasurer. 
Mark Cascio was elected to the 
Board of Directors, in the position of 
Student-At-Large; David Timms was 
elected to represent the School of 
Humanities; Robert Lofgran was 
elected to represent the School of 
Natural Sciences; Diane Beach was 
elected to represent the School of So-
^l^nd Beha\^al Scieacesv 
Adams was elected to represent In­
terdisciplinary, Dual, and Special 
Majors; and in an extremely close 
race, Nick Erickson was elected to 
represent the School of Business and 
Public Administration. 
Fourteen percent of the student 
population voted. 1,148 students 
voted Tuesday and Wednesday, out 
of a student population of 8,112. 
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QUASi-KIM 
hyCMy 
Yes, the rumors are true. Kim is' 
oiU sick this week. Her psychologist 
said something about delusions of 
paranoia and grandeur. Apparently 
she thinks people at Cal State don't 
like her. Oh, and she runs around tell­
ing people she's the editor of a 
newspaper. Weird stuff, for sure. 
Anyway, there's some little 
known clause in the Associated 
Student's by-laws (right after the 
double secret probation thing) that 
"In the event that the editor is in­
capacitated, the Vice-President shall 
write her column." So, \rith this un­
fortunate thought in mind, I'm going 
to try my hand at editorializing. 
Now, just how does one ade­
quately capture the essence of Kim 
Schnepp on paper? I discovered very 
quickly that one must work at "Kim-
ness", or "Schneppness" as it were. 
This involves being one with the 
universe, while at the same time, not 
having a clue to life. Rather than in­
serting ray foot into mouth by work­
ing at this improbable task, 1 decided 
to take "Kim Schnepp: A Legend in 
Her Own Mind" to the world for con­
sideration. The results were, shall we 
say, unique.... 
From Andy What's his Name: 
That's one cool chick, despite" 
the rumors about the, 
weIl....Can you print that?" 
From Jimmy Swaggart and Jim 
Bakker: "She received a touch 
from Gaawwwd." 
From your friendly neighbor­
hood Tekes: "Kim Schnepp? Kim 
Schnepp? Wasn't she the one at our 
Teke-n-Dales who tried to take oH* 
the, uh.... 
From Ted Fisher: "I read her 
column every week and try to 
apply it to my daily life." 
From the Church Lady: "Well, 
Kim, isn't that special, the way 
you write. Could that be....Satan?" 
From the Chronicle Staff: "Aw, 
do we have to say, 1 mean, we could 
lose our jobs or something." 
Needless to say, "Kimness" is in 
the eyes of the beholder, or the be-
holdee, depending on who owns up 
to it. But seriously folks, being the 
editor of the newspaper is one of 
those jobs that is a magnet for 
criticism. While Kim may not be the 
absolute final truth when it comes to 
running a paper, she and her staff 
work hard to produce the Chronicle 
every week. So line your bird cage 
with it, burn it, use it as a last resort 
for toilet paper, or if you're brave, 
read it! But, at least give a bit of credit 
to old "Schnepper" for having the 
gusto to come back week after week 
and try to put together something 
that will provide a little entertain­
ment. Besides, one day when she's 
working for the Enquirer, we can say 
we knew her first. 
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If you fed strongly about 
something, or wish to express your 
(^Muon, write us a letter. But 
remember, the deadline for tetters is 
Wednesday at noon. 
letter to the Editor 
Student Complains 
About Accusation at 
Library 
I wish to complain, loudly! Last week I 
mistakenly forgot to check out a book 
from the library stacks. So, as I was 
walking out of the library I set off the 
alarm gates. A woman behind the desk 
next to the gates told me to stop - she 
wanted to fill out a report on the inci­
dent, including my name and address. Is 
that unfair? Yes, definitely. I feel that 
the campus security police, by asking the 
library to fill out a report each time 
someone activates the darm, is assum­
ing someone is guilty of stealing a book. 
Has the law of the land changed? Are 
we now accused first of a crime, before 
proven innocent? I think the campus 
security police should withdraw their 
complaint forms from the library - never 
to be filled out again. What do you 
think? 
Angry Student 
The Return of the Know-Nothing Party 
by Ted Fisher 
Maybe it's a bit late, but I'd like to 
announce my candidacy for Presi­
dent of Associated Students, Incor­
porated. I don't have a slogan, since 
nothing good rhymes with Ted, but I 
do have a platform. (Several things 
do rhyme with Ted, but nothing I can 
print. Check the bathroom walls.) 
First of all, let's end this senseless 
emphasis on grades. Sure, I only got 
a D -H in physics, but didn't I grow as 
a person? 1 think perhaps we could 
have evaluations based on personal 
grooming, citizenship, handwriting, 
and good oral hygiene. (A good 
program of regular brushing and 
flossing has been shown to reduce the 
incidence ofcavities and gingivitis.) I 
doubt I'll ever need physics in later 
life, but good teeth will always be im­
portant. 
My second priority will be to es­
tablish a dress code. We can't have 
just anybody wandering about the 
campus, wearing plaid and checks 
together. You can't get into a nice 
restaurant wearing a stained t-shirt 
and greasy jeans; so don't be 
surprised when campus police escort 
you off-campus. 
Third, I think lunch has been sadly 
neglected on this campus. Lunch is 
the most important meal of the day. 
Rushing from class to class, many stu­
dents don't take a long enough lunch. 
(Faculty and Administration seem to 
understand the value of a long lunch, 
however.) I'd work to ban mid-day 
classes, and set up car pools to local 
restaurants. 
As President of Associated Stu­
dents, Incorporated, my first official 
act would to change the name. 
Maybe something cute, like "Slu-
dents-R-Us," with the "R" backwards. 
Then I'd decorate my office, get 
cards printed up with my name on 
them, and buy new shoes. (I don't 
think buying new shoes has anything 
to do with being President, but I real­
ly do need new shoes.) 
If I were President, I wouldn't ever 
have to stay up late writing my 
column. 
Of course, the job of President 
isn't all it's eracked up to be. I've 
been told this could involve getting 
up early, speaking in front of crowds, 
and wearing a tie. 
Maybe I'll run for Vice President. 
The Chronicle Is hiring: 
writers - flexible hours 
.80 cents per column Inch 
Photographer -10 or more hours a week 
Must have own camera and knowledge 
of using a darkroom 
4.05 an riour 
circulation Manager - 3-5 hrs. a week 
Delivers newspaper to the printer 
and circulates newspapers around campus. 
Must have own car - 4.05 an hour. 
Applications are now being taken for Editor-in-
Chief of The Chronicle newspaper. Applications 
are available at The Chronicle office. Deadline 
for applications Is May 9th. Return applications 
to the Media commission box In Associated 
Students or to The Chronicle. 
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Commentary 
Dr.Gearhart Speaks on Gender Equality 
by Derek McKown 
Ima^ne a holocaust, unusually devas­
tating and far-reaching. Men: in this 
holocaust all women are killed. Women: 
in the holocaust all men are killed. What 
do you feel, knowing the other sex is 
gone, vdped completely from your life? 
Dr. Sally Gearhart posed this provoca­
tive situation in a talk she delivered on 
campus Thursday, April 7th. Dr. Gear-
hart teaches at San Francisco State and 
is a former Dean of Humanities at that 
university. She also is an ardent feminist 
and a lesbian. Why is this important to 
note? It is this proudly self-realized, self-
fulfilled identity and strength that en­
genders the wide respect and inspiration 
of those who request her to speak at 
universities and conferences. 
Dr. Gearhart asked for responses to the 
holocaust question, which opened her 
talk entitled "Why Reproduce in Cap­
tivity? What are the Roots of Violence 
and How Do They Affect Women?" 
Feelings ranged from sadness and 
loneliness to relief and safety- - safety to 
walk free on a beach at night, safety from 
the fear of violence: these of course ex­
pressed by the women in the audience. 
Reactions from the conspicuously few 
men jokingly centered on the freedom to 
cook and eat whatever they wanted for 
dinner. 
Now, add a new element to the gender-
holocaust. Men: you hear of women 
living in Kansas City, but that they can­
not leave the area. Women; you hear of 
men living in Newark, they too are un­
able to leave. Would you go there? Most 
of the men answered yes. Surprising? 
No. A large majority of the women just 
as loudly answered no. Is this surpris­
ing? 
In order to illustrate the difference, as 
she sees it, between men and women and 
where it began. Dr. Gearhart con­
structed a world before history as it is 
known today, written from the male 
perspective. Men and women coexisted 
equally with each other as well as the 
plants and animals in this ancient world. 
Peace was maintained by a natural law 
of empathy. Any pain of hurt inflicted 
upon any living creature was in turn 
equally felt by the perpetuator. If a tree 
were to be chopped down, the axe-
wielder too would feel the bite of the axe. 
If an animal were to be slaughtered, the 
hunter too would feel its pain and agony. 
The needs of plant, animal, and human 
balanced in existence. 
But somewhere, sometime, someone- -
a man- - disrupted this balance. Dr. 
Gearhart admitted she does not know 
how or why the break occurred. Per­
haps, she hypothesized, this man 
speared a fish and found he could stand 
the empathetic pain. He speared 
another fish, then another. With each 
act of aggression, it became easier to kill. 
Inevitably, other men, though not all, ac­
quired this new ability. They began to 
separate themselves from the women, 
who retained the sanctity and empathy 
for life. An intoxicating sense of power 
accompanied this violence. And with 
this newfound power, men exercised 
control. Subjugation of women under 
male domination began. 
Through time a complex and sophisti­
cated methodology of oppression 
developed. Dr. Gearhart termed it "sex-
role socialization," the multi-leveled, 
often contradictory, instilling of certain 
and specific traits into males and 
females. From birth males are trained to 
be competitive, aggressive, inde­
pendent, logical, violent, and dominant 
just as females are trained in domes­
ticity, passivity, dependency, ir­
rationality, nurturance, and 
submissiveness. Sex-role socialization 
creates the conception of a man and a 
women each being half a person. A man 
and woman must be partners in order to 
be whole, the man invariably the 
dominant half. Sex-role socialization 
creates "cages" for women: prostitution, 
incest, rape, the Church (specifically for 
Dr. Gearhart in the Judeo-Chrislian 
tradition), the Law, Hollywood, 
Madison Avenue, and the two most en­
compassing- marriage and the nuclear 
family. 
Dr. Gearhart made her position clear 
that just as not all women remain blind­
ly trapped in this pattern, not all men are 
either. Individual men can be quite nur­
turing and empathetic. Government, the 
Judeo-Christian Church, the military, 
national and multi-national business, 
acadcmia, group-man, in other words, 
perpetuates the systematic oppression 
of women. Even this is not true of all 
men's groups. Dr. Gearhart cited the ex­
ample of a group of men in Washington, 
all former child molesters, to which the 
courts send convicted child molesters in 
hope of rehabilitation. However, no 
matter how many exceptions arise, for a 
society in which all men and women live 
as true equals the whole history of 
humanity as we know it must be wiped 
clean, then entirely recreated. Consider g 
the enormity of this vision. It is nearly in­
comprehensible. 
Still, that Dr. Gearhart and others like 
her work for gender equality and share 
in their awareness, shows the possibility 
for change existing. Some students lis­
tened to Dr. Gearhart speak as a elass 
assignment, others sal-in of their own in­
itiative. The burden of future society 
remains as it always will, with the youth 
of today. Youth carries the greatest 
potentiality of change. And change 
begins with awareness. One hopes some 
change began Thursday night. 
Astronaut to discuss future 
of NASA Space Program 
Nationwide public speaking competition 
val Limar placed top twenty 
By Dana R. Francis 
Val Limar, a sophomore at CSUSB, 
placed in the top twenty among six 
hundred in nationwide public speaking 
competition. Limar, representing the 
CSUSB Forensics team and the Com­
munication department, qualified for 
the quarter-final round in dramatic in­
terpretation competition. 
A full-time student with a full-time job, 
Limar "triple-broke," qualifying for na­
tional competition in three catagories: 
Poetry, Prose, and Dramatic Interpreta­
tion. 
"Overall, it was a good experience," 
Limar said of the competition, which 
took place April 8 -11, in Peoria, Illinois. 
"Especially for establishing a bond of 
friendship with fellow Californians. The 
same people who competed against 
each other all year in the state of Califor­
nia became a close knit group in Peoria, 
drawing together for support." 
Limar is in her first year of Forensics 
competition, and plans to continue her 
involvement in the program. 
Myths about the high cost of space ex­
ploration will be addressed by astronaut 
Pierre Thuot during a talk Apr. 21 at 
California State University, San Bernar­
dino. 
Open to the public, the talk on The 
Past and Future of the NASA Space 
Program" will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Upper Commons. Thuot's presentation 
will be accompanied by a movie and 
slides. 
Having completed a one-year NASA 
training program in 1986, Thuot is a 
Lieutenant Commander in the U.S. 
Navy and eligible for assignments as a 
mission specialist on Space Shuttle 
flights. 
Thuot graduated from the U.S. Naval 
Academy in 1977 with a bachelor's de­
gree in physics, and earned his master's 
in systems management from the 
University of Southern California. 
The 32-year-old received his wings in 
1978 and graduated from the U.S. Naval 
Test Pilot School five years later. He has 
lest flown the F-14A, A-6E and F-4J/S 
at the Naval Air Test Center and worked 
as a flight instructor at the test pilot 
school. Thuot is a recipient of several 
honors, including two Meritorious Unit 
Commendations. 
The astronaut's appearance at Cal 
Stale is sponsored by the Intellectual 
Life and Visiting Scholars Committee. 
For more information call 887-7517. 
Noted scientist to discuss U.S./Soviet book coliaboration 
The western editor-in-chief of a book 
co-authored by American and Soviet 
scientists. Professor Martin Hellman, 
will ^ve a talk titled, "Breakthrough: 
Soviet and Western Scholars Issue a 
Challenge in a Nuclear Age," April 27 at 
California State University, San Bernar­
dino. The 7:30 p.m. lecture in the Reci­
tal Hall is $5.00 for general admission 
and $2.00 for students with I.D. cards. 
Noted for his research in cryptography, 
international security, information 
theory and the societal implications of 
technology, Hellman's work has been 
covered by Time magazine. Scientific 
American and on the PBS series, 
"Nova." 
The professor of electrical engineering 
at Stanford University will talk about the 
rewards and difficulties in working with 
the Soviet scientists on the book, 
Breakthrou :^ Entering New Thinking, 
and about the books attempt to change 
attitudes toward war. The book set a 
precedent for its subject matter and 
simultaneous publication in the Soviet 
Union and the U.S. 
Hellman has likened the chance of 
nuclear war to playing'the game of Rus­
sian Roulette. If you play the game 
enough times, the odds of being killed 
are 100 percent, he said. 
"Every small war is (like) pulling the 
trigger," said Hellman in one article. 
"Every day that goes by in which a mis­
sile or a computer can fail" puts us at 
risk. 
Hellman beT!5"P6S^hat putting "down 
the guns globally" is the only way to sur­
vive "nuclear roulette." 
Hellman's lecture is sponsored by 
Beyond War, a campus organization 
committed to ofiering new ideas on how 
to end the threat of nuclear war. For 
more information about the lecture or 
the organization call (714) 882-1045. 
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U.S.Officialtospeak 
on Civil Rights 
Tackling the complex issue of the 
relationship between civil rights and 
equal opportunity, Clarence Thomas, 
chairman of the U.S. Equal Employ­
ment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC), will speak April 25 at Califor­
nia State University, San Bernardino. 
The lecture, which is free and open to 
the public, vnll begin at 8 p.m. in the 
Upper Commons. 
Thomas was appointed to the EEOC by 
President Reagan in 1982. He currently 
is serving his second term as chairman. 
Taught that education was the key to 
equal opportunity, Thomas earned his 
bachelor's degree from Holy Cross Col­
lege in Massachusetts, and graduated 
with a juris doctor from Yale Law 
School in 1974. 
Thomas worked as Missouri's assistant 
attorney general under the state's 
former Attorney General John C. Dan-
forth in the mid-seventies, and later as 
Danforth's legislative assistant. He also 
was the assistant secretary for civil rights 
at the Department of Education. 
The lecture is sponsored by the Politi­
cal Science Department at Cal State and 
Pi Sigma Alpha. For more information 
caU 887-7238. 
Outstanding 
alumni to be 
honored during 
awards banquet 
An elected official, an interpreter and 
translator, a nursing director, a lawyer 
and a school superintendent will be 
honored April 16 as California State 
University-, San Bernardino's outstand­
ing alumni. 
They are: Shauna Clark, San Bernar­
dino City Clerk; Mary Frances Gomez, 
founder and director of a language con­
sulting firm in San Bernardino; Marcia 
Lentz, assistant director of nursing at 
San Bernardino County Hospital; Elise 
Traynum, associate with the Public Law 
Department of Best, Best & Krieger in 
Riverside; and David Alvarez, superin­
tendent of the Coachella Valley Unified 
School District. 
They were selected by a committee of 
Cal State educators and alumni based 
on career achievement, professional 
growth, community service and con­
tributions to the university. They will be 
honored during the university's ninth 
annual alumni awards banquet. 
students have opportunity to earn money 
State work-study is available 
New jobs available now under the 
California State Work-Study Program 
are listed below. Students who are 
eligible for financial aid are given the op­
portunity to earn money to meet educa­
tional expenses while gaining 
career-related experience in this new 
program. Students must be California 
residents to participate. 
Students may work up to 20 hours per 
week while classes are in session, and 40 
hours per week during breaks and sum­
mer vacations. A complete list of avail­
able jobs can be found at the Financial 
Aid Office. Students may also develop 
jobs to fit their career objectives. 
Stat Printing (#29) - Management 
Trainee - $5.00/hr 
South Coast Rubber Stamps (#30) -
Marketing Asst. - $5-5.50/hr 
City of S.B., Redevelopment (#31) -
Project Asst. - $6.00/hr 
Redlands YMCA (#35) - Gymnastics 
Instructor-2 pos. - $5.00/hr 
Redlands YMCA (#36) - Aquatics In­
structor-2 pos. - $5.00/hr 
Redlands YMCA (#37) - Teacher-
Preschool, Day Camp - $5.50,/hr 
San Bdno. YWCA (#38) - Program 
Coord.-Young Mom's - $6.00/hr 
San Bdno. YWCA (#39) - Program 
Coord.-Big & Little Sisters - $6.00/hr 
San Bdno. YWCA (#40) - Night Front 
Desk - $5.50-6.00/hr 
San Bdno. YWCA (#41) - Pool Atten­
dant/Instructor - $4.25-6.00/hr 
Foundation for Medical Care of-San 
Bdno. County (#42) - Asst. Business 
Mgr. - $6-6.50/hr 
Foundation for Medical Care of San 
Bdno. County (#43) - Computer 
Operator - $6-6.50/hr 
Home of Neighborly Service (#46) • 
Group Worker - $5.40/hr 
Allstate Insurance Office (#48) - Sales 
Associate - $5.00/hr plus bonus 
For referrals to apply for one of these 
jobs, students need to contact either 
Janice White or Judy Strack in the 
Financial Aid Office, x7741. 
Announcements 
Financial program encourages students 
to become teachers though APLE 
The Assumption Program of Loans for 
Education (APLE) is a financial incen­
tive program that encourages especially 
promising college students to become 
public school teachers. Students ad­
mitted to APLE must be enrolled in a 
course of study leading to a teaching 
credential. They must also commit to 
teach either a designated ''shortage sub­
ject" (i.e. mathematics, science or bilin­
gual education), or they must commit to 
teach any subject, but in a low-income 
area school. Participants who honor 
their APLE teaching commitment may 
have up to $8,000 of their outstanding 
student debt assumed over a three-year 
period. 
The Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship 
Program is designed to provide scholar­
ships to outstanding high school 
graduates and college students who 
demonstrate an interest in and commit­
ment to the pursuit of a teaching career. 
A primary eligibility requirement for 
both high school seniors and college stu­
dents is that they must graduate within 
the top 10% of their high school class. 
Students must agree to continue in the 
pursuit of a single subject math or 
science teaching credential, or a single 
or multiple subject teaching credential 
with a bilingual emphasis, and must 
agree to teach on a full-time basis for a 
period of not less than two years for each 
year for which the Paul Douglas 
Teacher Scholarship is received. 
Applications for both programs are 
available in the Financial Aid Office (SS 
143), or the Education Department (FO 
184). Deadline for all applications is 
May 1,1988. 
Health center has new policies 
Be^nning Monday, Apr. 4, 1988, the 
following policies and procedures will 
be followed at the Health Center Phar­
macy: 
One, the pharmacist can only fill out­
side prescriptions if that medication is 
stocked in the pharmacy. 
Two, the pharmacist cannot place out­
side phone calls to a physician's office or 
to another pharmacy. 
Three, the pharmacist cannot accept 
outside prescriptions over the phone -
the patient must bring in the 
ORIGINAL PRESCRIPTION. 
Four, the pharmacist can refill a 
medication, with the physician's 
authorization, only if the patient brings 
in the original bottle or the original label 
with the prescription number - prescrip­
tions are kept on file in NUMERICAL 
SEQUENCE, NOT BY THE 
PATIENT'S LAST NAME. 
Five, the pharmacy stocks over-the-
counter medications for the students' 
convenience - it is a service that has be­
come abused over the past couple of 
months. Purchase of OTC medications 
is intended for the use by THE STU­
DENTS ONLY - NOT FOR FAMILY 
OR FRIENDS. Quantities kept on 
hand are limited, and students may only 
purchase one bottle of one particular 
medication at a time. 
Six, computer sheets must be filled out 
prior to any pharmacy visit. 
GLU scholarships 
available 
The CSUSB Gay and Lesbian Union is 
offering a scholarship of $100 to a con­
tinuing full-time CSUSB student. An 
applicant must write a one or two page 
autobiographical statement about 
his/her participation in or contributions 
to the gay and lesbian community on 
campus and off campus, as well as a brief 
summary of his/her academic goals. Ap­
plications and further information are 
available from faculty advisor Dr. Craig 
Henderson, School of Humanities, PL 
226, 887-7441. The deadline for ap­
plication is June 1 and the recipient is 
announced Jun. 15. 
Hillel needs members 
Hillel, a cultural-social organization for 
Jewish students, is attempting to revive 
its activities on the Cal State campus. 
For several years Hillel was active here, 
but in recent times interest declined, 
and currently there is no activity. In con­
junction with the regional Hillel's sup­
port and in collaboration with campus 
organizations at the University of Red-
lands and the University of California, 
Riverside, a revived organization on our 
campus can flourish. The possibilities 
for interesting and beneficial activities 
can be as great as the interests, ideas, 
and efforts of students who participate. 
A1 Wolf is the faculty advisor of Hillel 
at Cal State. Anyone wishing more in­
formation about Hillel, or wanting to 
take action to get the organization going 
again, can contact him at the School of 
Education (887-7571) or at his office 
(FO-231,887-7582.) 
Minority Scholarships 
offered for 88-89 
New funds have recently been made 
available to award scholarships for 
1988-89 to underreprbseftted minority 
students. Four $1200 scholarships will 
be awarded to incoming minority fresh­
men or community college transfer stu­
dents. 
Also, through the generosity of 
Nicholas J. Coussoulis, $5000 has been 
made available for minority scholar­
ships at CSUSB. 
As these scholarships are need-based, 
it is necessary that all applicants have al­
ready filed a 1988-89 Student Aid Ap­
plication for California. 
Students who applied for University 
scholarships before the Mar. 2 deadline 
will be considered for these scholar­
ships. If you missed that deadline, a new 
scholarship application is available in 
the Financial Aid Office (SS 143.) The 




April 25th Student Union Rooms A & 
B 
May 9th 2 p.m. Planning Meeting. 
Alder Room 
May 11th 2 p.m. Herrick Johnson: 
Overview and Recommendations of 
U.S. Bank Reforms. Pine Room 
May 23rd 2 p.m. T ed Schmidt: Theories 
of Income and Wealth, Senate Chambers 
May 27th 4-6 p.m. Faculty and Staff 
Reception (Econ. Dept.) Panaroma 
Room 
June 6th 2 p.m. Assoc. Prof. Ken Peter­
son: Economics of the Fertility 
Transition in South Asia. 
Student Union Rooms A & B 
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RC's Corner. 
Ahh, the virtues of spring athletics, 
especially in the month when April 
showers bring May showers. Southern 
California is best known for its year-
round summer-like conditions. But 
Mother Nature has different plans for 
the Inland Empire. The damp weather 
has put a clamp on local sporting events 
around the area. But Cal State's athletic 
department is too hard to be shut down. 
Cal State's baseball team owns a 26-4-
1 record as of Monday and are current­
ly ranked fifth in the NCAA Division III 
national poll. So what did they do this 
past weekend? Can't tell you because 
they were rained out Friday at Point 
Loma Nazarene College in San Diego. 
The rained-oul double header is res­
cheduled for May 5. The Coyotes will be 
in action today against Master's College 
at Newhall. But the BIG game for coach 
Chuck Deagle and his "boys of summer" 
will take place April 28 at UC San 
Diego. A win at San Diego would almost 
guarantee the Coyotes a playoff berth 
and it should give them 30 wins on the 
year with three games left in the regular 
season. But a playoff spot is not guaran­
teed to an independent team like the 
Coyotes. If you can remember, the bas­
ketball team was overlooked for post­
season play and they sported the best 
record in the West Region. 
The golf team is enjoying a fine cam­
paign this season. As of Monday Cal 
State was 16-2 and ranked fourth in the 
nation. They will be teeing off in the Cal 
Lutheran Tournament at the Cotton­
wood Country Club in San Diego. 
The men's and women's tennis teams 
are also playing well. The women are sit­
ting at .500 with a 9-9 won-lost record. 
They end the regular season in the Ojai 
Tournament on April 21. The men will 
conclude on April 24 hosting Cal State 
Stanislaus. They are 12-5 including their 
first win ever against the always tough 
University of Redlands last week at 
Redlands. Tim Streck (12-3) is ranked 
ninth in the West Region. 
The Softball team, wth supercoach Jo-
Anne Bly, has a 13-12-1 record and is 
currently ranked fifth in the West. They 
entertain Christ College in a double-
header on Friday at 2:30 p.m. 
The combined record for spring sports 
at Cal State is 76-32-2. 
Many teams would kill for those stats-
look at the Clippers. 
At bat Steve Costa, No. 20 Photo By: Lenore Ryden 









Saturday, May2l, 1966 
:.»Maes> 
•10K 8:30 a.m. *5K 8.00 a.m. 
Ca! State University San Bernardino 
Mostly flat with occasional slight Irtdines 
Water stops, first aid stations and mile times will be provided. 
Course certified and measured by the Athletic Congress/USA 
$12.00 - 10K or 5K, ir>dudes T-shirts $ 7.00 - w/o T-shirt 
Late registration: Add S2.00 to entrance fee 
Late registration and bib pick-up w9l begm at 6:15 a.m. race day 
Do not mail entry after May 13.1966 
To ore-register- maB your appiicalion to; 
Associated Students. Inc. Box Offtce 
Cal State University San Berrtardirro 
5500 University PkWy. 
San BemardirK). CA 92407-2397 
Race Phone Number: (714) 887-7494 
Trc^)hies wUi be awarded to overall male/female 5K and 10 K; 
medals to first three in each age category. 
Age Categories 17-under 18-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 ' ' 
40-44 45-49 50-54 55-60 Over 60 
ARROWHEAD 
Waler /rorn 
a higher suurce ski 6 Sport 
Anerlcaai 
SilkScreen. 
Men's Tennis Women's Tennis Golf 
Cal State 5, at Redlands 4 
Cal State 7 ,  Occidental 2 
Cal State 5, UC Riverside 4 Cal State 375, Cal Lutheran 438 
SINGLES: Streck(SB) d. Dabenhauer 6-2,6-3; 
Picarllio(R) d. Blackley 6-3, 6-1; Flshbeck(SB) d. 
Andre%vs 7-6,6-3; Kreigh(SB) d. Sartor 7-6,6-3; 
Hardy(R) d. Knueven 6-3,7-5; Oon(SB) d. 
Fernandez 6-7, 6-4, 7-6. 
SINGLES: Hurzeler(SB) d. KIdwelt 7-5,6-2; Lee(R) 
d. Camadena 5-7,6-0,6-1; Schrank(S6) d. Shuh 7-5, 
6-3; Thomas(SB) d. Skinner 6-4, 6-2; Joyce(R) d. 
Wallace 4-6,6-1,6-1. 
- rtstDi 
Cat State Cards: Gutierrez 74, PIzano 74, 
Acosta 75, DeLorey 76, Nelson 76. 
DOUBLES: Streck-FI$hbeck(SB) d. Flagg-
Dabenhauer 6-2,7-6; Sartor-ncarillo(R) d. Kreig-
Knueven 6-2,6-3; Andrews-Hardy(R) d. Blackley-
Catalano 7-6,5-7,7-5. 
DOUBLES: Kldwen-Shuh(R) d. Hurzeler-Thomas 
6-3, m 6-3; Waliace-Trapp(SB) d. Skinner-Lee 7-6, 
0-6, 6-4; Schrank-Shorter(SB) d. Simmons-Skinner 
6-2, 6-3. 
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I Curtis Bayer-ASi Vice president photo by Lenore Ryden 
Bayer moves up through AS ranks 
by Dana R. Francis and Cubby 
"How would I describe myself?" asks 
Curtis Bayer, vice president of As­
sociated Students. "How about mentally 
deranged?" 
This might be accurate as Curtis be­
came vice-president by using Bloom 
County's Bill the Cat as his trademark. 
"I figured Bill and I had a lot in common 
at the time and the "Ack Phzt" voiced 
how I felt about AS so what the heck!" 
In "real life", however, Curtis is a senior 
majoring in Business Administration 
with a concentration in Marketing. He 
has a two year investment in AS, begin­
ning with his days as the AS Activities 
Director. "Picture AS Productions with 
its two subcommittees and five paid staff 
positions. Now picture one person doing 
all their jobs. That's what it used to be 
like." After a quarter of service, Curtis 
resigned. But, when AS elections ar­
rived in the Spring, he decided to apply 
his theory that the best way to effect 
changes is not to sit around doing noth­
ing, but to do something, and \iola, he 
was vice-president. 
"Once I was in office, I took awhile to 
get adjusted. I observed a lot and let 
others direct me." Gradually though, 
Curtis began asserting his beliefs and in 
his opinion, things started mosnng. 
"I would have liked to accomplished a 
lot more, but we did move AS forward 
this year," remarks Curtis. These 
progressions included remodeling the 
AS offices, computerization ("which has 
already improved the quality of The 
Chronicle") and new programs and ser­
vices for students. 
With his term as Nuce-president nearly 
complete, Curtis has plans for his future 
at CSUSB. "I wouldn't mind being in­
volved in AS, but in a less time consum­
ing manner." He hopes to sink himself 
further into other activities, such as 
Sigma Chi, his fraternity, and possibly 
the American Marketing Association. 
"Bill the Cat and I 
had a lot in common." 
In the more distant future, Curtis plans 
to move back to Washington, DC, his 
home town, to start a career as a "politi­
cal something or another." He thinks 
lobbying or political consulting would be 
interesting and of course Curtis 
promises to stay true to his principles. 
He plans to marry someday but "No 2.3 
kids ... I think Til own a boat instead." 
Bayers closing thoughts were his 
philosophy of life. "Life is strange. You 
spend all this time trying to define who 
you are, and what you stand for and then 
some event comes along and throws it all 
off. Strange, huh?" 
Step into the Past | 
i News Briefs 
ESCdp0 Trip To Pnattiana AuaUaWe 
th© Renaissanc© l Board of Directors 
Tired of computers, traffic, tests, mal­
functioning machines, income tax, 
crises, politics, and everything else? 
1 
Take a giant step back into the days of 
lords and ladies, serfs, wenches, stroll­
ing players and musicians, tournaments 
of strength, and chivalry. ESCAPE to 
the Renaissance Pleasure Faire at 
Paramount Ranch, Agoura Hills. 
(Modern folk will find that somewhere 
at the north end of the San Fernando 
Valley on Highway IQl.) 
Buy your discount tickets for $11.50 
now at the ASI Box Office in the Student 
Union. Read on to learn about our 
caravan by bus. 
The Pleasure Faire is open six 
weekends and Memorial Day during 
April and May, beginning April 23 and 
ending May 30. You can get away from 
the books one day, can't you? There is 
free parking. 
You are encouraged to get in the spirit 
of the event and dress in the costumes of 
the period—flowing sleeves, boots, full 
skirts, etc. but don't forget this is not a 
modern amusement park. You'll be 
strolling along dirt paths under some 
trees. Don't go barefoot, and pack your 
sunscreen. 
AS! ESCAPE is offering two plans; 
1) Buy your ticket and go when you 
please, M'lord and M'lady. Cost: $7.{X) 
7 )  .loin a caravan in a large modern bus 
and let someone else do the driving. 
Cost $15.00 
The bus will leave CSUSB on May 14 at 
8:00 a.m. and will return after sundown 
(the Faire folds its tents at 6 p.m., sorry) 
and you can sleep all the way back to 
campus. 
Renaissance Pleasure Faire tickets 
were a hot item last year, so buy yours 
early. 
Escap© to th© 
Ang©ls' Gam© 
Sign up now for ASI ESCAPE to 
Angels* Stadium in Anaheim. For one 
low price, you'll be di iven to the Angels' 
parking lot in a comfortable bus, have 
reserved seats in the view section, enjoy 
watching the Angels play the Toronto 
Blue Jays, and be driven back to campus. 
The game date is Saturday, May 7. The 
next day is Mother's Day, so why not buy 
now and give your Mom a real present 
by taking her to the game? Baseball 
tickets always sell fast, so buy yours now 
at the ASI Box Office in the Student 
Union. 
How much? $10.00 covers your game 
ticket, parking, and all that wear and 
tear on your car and nerves. ESCAPE 
NOW!!! 
Bus leaves CSUSB at 5:15 p.m. This is 
limited to the first 40 who register. 
I Associated Students, Inc. Board of 
I Directors has an opening for Student 
I Representative from the School of 
I Education. The BOD influences and 
I makes decisions regarding campus 
I policy. Applications are available in the 
I ASI office or see ASI Vice President 
i Curtis Bayer for more information. 
1 Celebration Commltee 
I Two Student representatives positions 
I are open from the 25th anniversary 
5 Celebration Committee. For more in-
I formation, contact ASI. 
I Services Committee 
I Positions are available for students on 
I the Services Committee. This commit-
I tee is responsible for providing services 
i for other ASI committees. Applications 
i are available in the ASI office. 
1 Curricuium Committee 
S The Curriculum Committee has a stu-
i dent representative position open. The 
= Curriculum Committee reviews all cam-
I pus curriculum proposals and requires 
I a graduate or upper division student 
E with 2 or more completed quarters at 
1 CSUSB. 
I Auction Ittms 
f Receptionist Desk 
= A receptionist desk with a plexiglass 
i top will also be being auctioned. The 
E minimum bid is $100.00. All bids will be 
1 accepted through April 29lh. For more 
I information on bidding contact the ASI 
I Office. 
I Wide-screen TV 
I There will be a sealed bid auction on a 
I wide-screen television. The minimum 
I bid is $350.00 or your best offer. Bidding 
I for students goes until April 29th, while 
I on May 1st bidding opens for all facul-' 
= ty members. 
I AnnouncementB 
I Book CO-Op 
I The Book Co-Op will be taking sales 
I and returns on bwks April 20-22 and 
I April 25-29. The Co-Ops daily hours are 
I 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. For questions call the 
I Box Office at 887-7496. 
I Legal Aid Clinic 
I Due to the success of the last Legal Aid 
I Clinic, a new Legal Aid Clinic will be 
I opening on May 18 between 4-6 p.m. 
I Call for appointments at the ASI offices. 
I Coyote 5K&10K Run 
I Associated Students will host a 5 and 10 
i kilometer race Saturday, May 21, at 8:00 
= a.m. The race is open to all. Entry fees 
I are $12.00 with T-shirt, $7.00 run only. 
I Late entry add $2.00. For mor informa-
I tion, cpntact Brian Summerfield in the 
1 ASI office 887-7494. 
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Career Fair 
Cal state San Bernardino will Host Career Fair 
A reminder that the Career Develop­
ment Center and the Inland Empire 
Veterans Employment Committee will 
be co-sponsoring a Career Oppor­
tunities Fair and Veterans Job Fair 
(Thurs., Apr. 21, 1988). The Fair will 
^gin at 9:00 a.m. and end at 2:00 p.m. 
and will be held in the University Gym­
nasium. The Fair is open to all students, 
Freshman through graduate students in 
all academic disiciplines. A listing of 
employers who have confirmed their at­
tendance includes: 
A.B. Dick 
Aetna Life & Casuality 
Air Force Audit Agency 
Allstate Insmance 
Apple One 
Bank of America 
Becon 
Bureau of Land Management 
Burroughs-Wellcome Company 
City of Long Beach 
City of Los Angeles 
Contel Telephone 
Denny's 
Department of the Air Force (Norton 
AFB Civilian Personnel) 
Dyncorp 
Eadie and Payne (CPA's) 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Fleming, Reiss, Little & Company 
(CPA's) 
Footlocker 
General Business Systems 




Inland Division, California Highway 
Patrol Headquarters 
Internal Revenue Service 
matter how 
bad they are, 
Grandma loves 
to hear the 
latest jokes.9  ^
You miss hcrspiirkling 
sense of humor. She misses 
you hikI your jokes, l''ven the 
'b:iel ones. Tiiat's one g(K)d 
rea.son loeall longdistance. 
Al'tk'l' I.ong Distance Service 
is aiK )iher g( x )d reas( )n. Be-
cau.se it costs less than vou 
think to hear yourgrand-
m( )iher start to giggle be­
fore you e\en gel to the 
ixinchline. 
So whenever\ou miss 
her laughter,;bring a smile 
to her face with ATeXT." Reach 
out and touch someone " 
il you'd like to know more 
ab( )ut products and 
services, like the AT^-T Card, 
call us at I 800 222-0300. 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
John Hancock 
K-Mart Apparel 
Los Angeles County Sheriff 
McGIadrey & FuUen (CPA's) 
Metropolitan 
Motel 6 
Mutual of Omaha 




Olsten Temporary Services 
Osco Drug, Inc. 
Patton State Hospital 




San Bernardino County Personnel 
San Bernardino Police Department 
San Bernardino County Central Credit 
Union 
San Bernardino County Auditor/Con­
troller 
San Bernardino County Sheriff 
Sherwin-Williams Company 
SME Capital Management Corp 
Soren, Ahern, Christenson, Batclls & 
Walloch (CPA's) 
Southern California Rapid Transit Dis­
trict 
State Board of Equalization 
Target Stores -
The Sun Newspaper 
The Vernon Company 
TRW 
U.S. Department of Justice (Immigra­
tion and Naturalization) 
U.S. Office of Personnel Management 
(San Bernardino) 
U.S. Office of Personnel Management 
(Los Angeles) 
U.S. Postal Service 
Ultratce Personnel 
United of Omaha - San Bernardino 
MSO 
Williams-Riddcll & Associates 
A scries of eight (8) half-hour 
workshops will be held during the Fair 
beginning at 9:30 a.m. The workshop 
schedule is as follows: 
9:30 "Hints on Interviewing Techni­
ques" Presenter: Mary Nemnich 
Employment Development 
Department - San Bernardino 
10:00 "Veterans Benefits" Presenter: 
Angelina Elton San 
Bernardino County Veterans Af­
fairs 
10:30 "Work Applications - Resumes" 
Presenter: Randi Franken 
Employment Development 
Department - Riverside 
- to 
11:00 "Dealing with Job Stress" 
Presenter: Dr. Cary Mack 
Jerry L. Pettis Memorial Veterans 
Hospital 
See "Career Day", pg. 11 
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Coming Soon... 
Bond Showcase 
in the Pub 
April 22, 8:00 p.m. 
Route 66 
in the Pub 
April 26, 6:00 p.m, 
Budweiser Comedy Tour 
Friday April 29, 8:00 p.m. 
-  -  -  •  '  ' f -  v. -
J. ; • 
i:. 
tickets available at the AS Box Office 
Another FARRAH PRODUCTION 
Friday, April 29,1988 8:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m 
SUMP Room 
m 0FFlClMtRtiee-RiM6 
C0U\,E.6e tA0T&60OK iAA6 
^ RiMG THAT 
C?oe6M'T CLOSe PRDP&RUS. 
l.)WW 16 IT TRAt TRe6e 
tWlhlGfS AUU)AS6 6eeM 
R^ALUH IMPORTAMT AT 
TRRee kM?. 
(Ehria (EoUuis f f itnfaltg 
Students- $3.00 in advance $4.00 at the door 






We're CHOW FUN Chinese-Thai Food and we're new to the 
CSUSB area. We serve the closest thing to home-cooked Oriental 
food this side of L.A 
It's fast food, yes ~ but not so fast that we need to wear uniforms 
or be ruthlessly efficient. Just call it fast enough food. 
Oriental food is renowned as one of the most delicious, least 
fattening, most nutritious foods you can eat - food that helps you 
look, feel and perform your best. 
So come and get it. (We don't deliveryeT.) Call ahead and we'll , 
have it waiting. 
CHOW FUN Fast Enough Chinese-Thai Food 
887-U92 
1357 Kendall Drive 
(between Baker's and Domino's) 
San Bernardino, CA 
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Las Vegas, Nevada Turnaround May21,1988, Saturday 
California State University, 
San Bernardino will be 
hos t i ng  i t s  2 n d  A n n u a l  
turnaround trip to Las Vegas, 
Nevada. 
The bus will depart Cal State 
University, San Bernardio at 
8:00 a.m. 
$25.00 a person 
Free champagne, soft drinks, 
and funbookl! 
No  L a s  Vegas  Cas ino  
requirement. 
Two hour stop at Golden 
Strike 
ASP wishes to thank 
for their help at 
Club Coca-Cola 
'Thanks Gentlemen' 
DCrj'T BE LEFT OUT 
BLACK 
PATTI 
no th ing  new 
Special Guests 
hCHEESE rockers" 
Friday, :^pRii_aa op 
COYOTE PUT" 
CAL STATE SAiM BEILWJHLo 






The bus will depart from 
downtown Las Vegas at 1:00 
a.m. The deiver will notify 
passengers of specifics. 
Please fill out and return to 
Cal State University, San 




Number of Seats 
Amount Enclosed 
CLASS OF'88 
YOU'RE INVITEO TO AHEND 
A COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE 
WHERE: Orange Show Lincoln Mercury 
WHEN: MARCH 1,1988-OECEMBER 31,1988 
FOR: • PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FROM FORD CREDIT 
• $400 CASH BONUS FROM FORD 
If you've graduated, or will grad­
uate, with a Bachelor's or advanced 
degree between October 1,1987 
and January 31,1989, you're 
invited to attend a commencement 
exercise at Orange Show. You 
may qualify for $400 from ruiu and 
pre-approved credit from Ford 
Motor Credit Company. To qualify 
for pre-approved credit, you need: 
(1) verifiable employment begin­
ning within 120 days after your 
vehicle purchase: (2) a salary 
sufficient to cover normal living 
expenses plus a car payment; and 




must indicate payment made 
as agreed. 
The $400 from Ford Is yours 
whether you finance or not. Ke ip it 
or apply it to the purchase or lease 
of an eligible Ford or Mercury 
vehicle. 
For all the details, contact us or 
call Program Headquarters, toll 
free, at 1-800-321-1538. 
But hurry. This limited time offer 
is only available between March 1 
and December 31,1988. So take 
advantage of the Ford/Mercury 
College Graduate Purchase 
Program now. 
Orange Show 
Lincom Mercury FORD 
CG 88-3 
itfe-
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Health Fair Expo '88 an 
eye-opener forcSUSB 
By Linda Whitney 
Did you know that cockroaches are 
most active at night? How about the fact 
that you're four times more likely to be 
sexually assaulted by someone you 
know, or that over 500,000 new cases of 
skin cancer are reported every year? 
These are just a sample of the i^orma-
tion and many facts that were available 
to those who attended the Health Fair 
Expo '88 at CSUSB on Saturday. 
Organizations from various areas of the 
health field set up booths in the gym 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. There were 
numerous brochures, samples, and 
demonstrations as the visitors 
proceeded to each area. A free com­
puterized nutrition assessment was 
available as well as, free massages 
provided by the Healthworks organiza­
tion. • 
Among the organziations represented 
at the Health Fair were the American 
Cancer Society, March of Dimes, and 
the San Bernardino County Sheriffs 
Department. The A.C.S. display 
stressed the dangers of over-exposure to 
the sun which has made skin cancer the 
most common form of human cancer. 
Samples of sunblock were nearby. The 
March of Dimes Birth Defects Founda­
tion displayed various brochures con­
cerning drugs, alcohol, and tobacco 
abuse during pregnancy. *The Sheriff 
Department's booth covered a variety of 
dangerous social issues including ac­
quaintance rape, and tips on describing 
an assailant or a car. 
Along with the displays in the gym, a 
special segment of the fair concerning 
women's health issues was presented in 
the lower commons. Videos were shown 
in the health center. Many people at­
tended from the community including 
students from United Health Careers 
Institute of San Bernardino and stu­
dents from CSUSB. 
Health Fair Expo '88 was informative 
as well as eye-opening. If you missed it 
this year, try to get there in '89; it can 
only do you good! Until then, here's to 
your health! 
Dancers from CSUSB'S 'Dance Images' 
"Dance images" oerforms at 
Health Fair Expo '88 
Members of CSUSB dance club, 
"Dance Images," gave two performances 
Health Fair E;q)o '88 on Saturday Apr. 
16, 1988. The participating dancers 
were: TaLesha Bennett, Thomas Dor-
sey, Sherrie Duchay, Michelle Feliciel-
lo, Sara Keeman, Janelle Linkham, 
Dawn Richardson, Andrea Showalter, 
and Michelle Webley. 
The dance club, "Dance Images" is 
open to all interested Cal Stale students 
and meets each Wednesday at 6 p.m. 
The sponsor of "Dance Images" is Gilda 
Gant in the Physical Education Depart­
ment. 
The CSUSB Physical Education 
Department and "Dance Images" '.vill 
present a Spring dance concert with 
choreography by CSUSB "Dance Im­
ages" students, faculty and guest artists 
on May 13, 1988 at 8 p.m. in the recital 
hall. The concert will also feature on 
campus "Dennon & Sayhber Rawls," 
professional dancers. The Rawls will be 
offering a jazz dance instruction class on 
Saturday, May 21, from 10:00 a.m. to 
12:00 p.m. in the small gym in the cam­
pus gymnasium. This class is free and is 
open to any community members and to 
all interested students. 
For further information please contact 
Gilda Gant, CSUSB dance instructor, at 
887-7561. 
Volunteer Coordinator, Katherine Christenson and Faculty and Site 
Coordinator, DnSandra K. Cross refer to the gymnasium floorplan 
Area Residents Participate 
in the 9th Anniversary of 
the Health Fair Expo 
by S. L. Boyd-Flanagan 
A number of area residents, approximately 500 participants (including volunteers and 
exhibitors), turned out for the Health Fair Expo '88 held at California State University 
on Saturday, April 16, 1988. Among the offerings at the fair were screening for vision, 
blood pressure, pulmonary function, and height and weight. 
An optional blood panel which offered results on 32 different chemistry profiles, as 
well as learning centers for heart health and A.I.D.S. were offered at the fair. 
For the past 11 years Health Fair Expo has been taking place in the Southland. The 
purpose of the fair is the early detection of potential health problems, and promotion of 
health education and health awareness. The screening are not intended to replace a 
thorough physical examination. Participants with apparent abnormalities discovered at 
the health Fair are encoiiraged to consult a licensed health care provider. Telephone 
follow-up calls to determine whether or not participants wath abnormalities understood 
the screening results, and sought further evaluation, take place over the five weeks fol­
lowing Health Fair Expo '88. 
Califoraia State University San Bernardino was just one Health Fair site out of 102 
sites participation in the 11th annual Health Fair Expo over a period of ten day« in 
Southern California. Sponsors for the CSUSB Health Fair Expo '88 included Chevron 
USA, Inc., the American Red Cross, KNBC-Channcl 4, the Hospital Council of 
Southern California, The department of Health Science and Human Ecology of CSUSB, 
and The San Bernardino County Sun. ' 
When contacted, Faculty Coordinator and Site Coordinator, Dr. Sandra K. Cross, 
commented on Health Fair Expo '88: I think that although the number's were down 
due, in part, to the inclement weather conditions, the people who were there got a real­
ly good Health Fair experience." She added, "I think the Health Fair Coordinating Com­
mittee can feel extremely proud of their efforts." 
Health Fair Expo '88 Coordinating Committee 
Sandra Boyd-Flanagan R.N., Publicity Coordinator 
Katherine Christenson, Volunteer Coordinator (Medical & Nonmedical) 
Sandra K. Cross D. Ed., Faculty and Site Coordinator 
Charlene Neighbors, Assistant Coordinator, Women's Health Issues 
Jill Baird Rocha M.D., Coordinator, Women's Health Issues 
A personal thank you will be included In next week's Issue for all those who 
helped make Health Fair '86 a success. 
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The Busy Participant Registration Station 
Exhibitors Bill Cross and Vicki Vogt of 
Healthworks 
Dr. Michael Weiss, Assistant Professor of Psychology, Communicates With a 
Young Member of His Audience at 'Parenting Skills' 
'McCruff, the Crime Prevention Dog' 
and Young Admirer 
All Health Fair Expo '88 photography 
done by Dell James^ R.N. 
:•'« *'• 
m 
A S. B. County Sheriff Exhales His Tidal Volume at The Pulmonary 
Function Sution 
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ASI Election Result'; 
Vice-President: 
Susanne Everhart 
BOD At Large: 
Mark Casio 
School of Business: 
Nick Erickson 












School of Natural 
Sciences: 
Robert Lofgran 
Student life Is looking 
for a few good leaders 
Register to vote 
M a y  2 ,  3 , 4 ,  & 5  
This year more than 3.5 million 18-year-
olds will become eligible to vote. If past 
trends hold true, only forty percent of 
these newly eligible voters will even 
register to cast a ballot. And fewer than 
twenty percent will actually go to the 
polls. 
Specific to CSUSB, projections would 
indicate that there are significant num­
bers of freshman and sophmores who 
have yet to register for the first time. 
There are numerous upper class stu­
dents who have moved, changed their 
names, or changed parties, which would 
require re-registration. 
With this in mind, the Associated Stu­
dent Government is mounting a Voter 
Registration Drive. Registration forms 
will be available in front of the library on 
May 2,3,4 and 5, from 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 
p.m. Students can fill out the forms and 
A.S. will transport them to the registrars 
office. 
Voter turnout by 18-24-year-olds is 
very low. Only about 1 in every 5 voted 
in the 1986 general election. This is 
about 20 percentage points below the 
next lowest age grouping. If you need to 
register, or if you know of someone that 
needs to register, take advantage of this 
opportunity and enable yourself to have 
a voice in the political process. 
Register to vote, May 2, 3, 4 and 5 in 
front of the library. 
The Student Life Office, in conjunction 
with Associated Students, wll be spon­
soring the 2nd Annual Spring Leader­
ship Workshop entitled, "Club 
Organization— It's as easy as ABC." The 
workshop will be held Saturday, April 
30, 1988 from 8:00 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. in 
the Lower Commons. 
The schedule for the day is as follows: 
-8:00 - 8:30 Registration 
-8:30 - 8:45 Icebreakers 
-8:45 - 9:45 Workshop A "Getting and 
Keeping Members and the Role Each 
Member Plays." Tami Bakewell, Student 
Life Coordinator, Randy Harrell, 
Director of Student Life. 
-10:00 - 11:00 Workshop B "Publicity 
and Project Planning." Margaret Perry, 
Assistant Professor, Theatre Arts 
-11:00 -11:45 Brunch and newly elected 
A.S. Officers introduced. 
-11:45 - 12:45 Workshop C "Time 
Management (Managing Personal 
Schedules)."Peter Wilson, Dean of Stu­
dents 
A $5.00 registration charge per each 
participants will be needed to cover the 
cost of brunch and leadership literature. 
Registration deadline will be Wednes­
day, April 27, 1988 by 4:00 p.m. in the 
Student Life Office, SS122. If Brunch is 
not requested then registration can 
occur until Friday, April 29,1988 by 4:00 
p.m. Checks may be made payable to 
"Student Life\ A.S. Workshop." 
All clubs, greek organizations, dorm 
residents, sports programs, and other 
interested students are encouraged to 
attend this informative and rewarding 
experience. 





David Pavao, Committee Chair 
Sara White, Graduate Assistant 
Tami Bakewell, Student Life Coor­
dinator 
Eligible students chosen 
for Phi Kappa Phi 
Invitations have been extended to 
about 200 Cal State San Bernardino stu­
dents eligible for membership in the 
Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi, an­
nounced Dr. Tom Pierce, professor of 
economics and chapter president. 
Founded in 1897 at the University of 
Maine-Orono, the society seeks to 
recognize and encourage superior 
scholarship in all academic disciplines. 
As a result, eligibility standards are 
highly selective, with membership 
limited to the top 10% of seniors and 
graduate students and to those juniors in 
the upper 5% of their class. 
Currently, there are 235 Phi Kappa Phi 
chapters nationwide, including or­
ganizations at the University of 
Southern California, UC Davis, Univer­
sity of the Pacific, and 12 other CSU in­
stitutions. 
The annual banquet at which the 
nominees deciding to join the Honor 
Society are initiated will be held Satur­
day, June 11 in the Commons, Dr. Pierce 
said. 
Dr. Margaret Atwell, professor of 
education and the university's outstand^ 
ing professor for the 1986-87 academic 
year, will be the featured speaker. 
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This Week in leke 
-Greeks 
by Topper 
The men of Tau Kappa Ep-
silon recently completed the 
long-awaited, "Vegas Bash 
'88". This wild trip through 
the land of fortune and 
despair was highlighted with 
several unusual events, in­
cluding tangles with local 
authorities and a few 
heartbreaking monetary los­
ses. Lost is a Mr. Jeff Nish-
kian, who promised to cruise 
straight to New Jersey after 
losing his collection of gold 
fillings willed to him by 
deceased relatives. Rest in 
peace, Nish,_rest in peace. 
Perhaps his most prized 
possession, Mikey Haubner 
lost his girlfriend of four 
years to the man in the Gucci 
sunglasses and the gold 
Tijuana Rolex. The tears 
rolled from Mike/s cheek as 
he gathered the last vision of 
his lovely wife-to-be, whisked 
away in that beautiful pink 
Cadillac with the Playboy air 
freshener dangling from the 
window. TKE's vice presi­
dent, Rex Hollifieid, asked in 
a disappointing tone, "How 
could you do it Mike? How 
could you lose your girlfriend 
in a poker game after all 
those years?" Mikey wiped 
the last tear from his eyes and 
replied, "It wasn't easy kid, I 
had to fold with four aces..." 
More on that later. 
Associate member Rich 
Hanlin confessed that he 
must have had Lady Luck on 
his side all weekend: "It was 
awesome! Every lime I 
slipped a dollar bill in the 
slot, a bunch of money came 
out in the bottom! And when 
I put a $5 bill in, even more 
money came out!" He con­
tinued, "I broke even, but I 
had a great time playing. 
Everyone who lined up be­
hind me was mad because 
they wanted to win too." 
Maybe so Rich, but they 
wanted to use the change 
machine, not play it. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon is much 
more than fun and games. 
Despite the jocularity often 
illustrated in this column, any 
Teke will tell you that it's not 
the social or athletic events, 
or even our celebrated, 
"Adobe Days" that is the 
centerpoint of TKE frater­
nity. TKE, above all else, is 
brotherhood. TKE's 
Declaration of Principles 
further comments on the 
brotherhood that the founda­
tion of Teke: 
"We believe that the essen­
tial elements of true brother­
hood are love, charity, and 
esteem; love, that binds our 
hearts with the sturdy chords 
of fraternal affection; charity, 
that is impulsive to see virtues 
in a brother and slow to 
reprove his faults; esteem, 
that is respectful to the 
honest conviction of otheis 
and that refrains from tread­
ing upon that which is sacred 
to spirit and conscience; 
these are the triple obliga­
tions of every brother in the 
bond." 
Tekes may engage in lengthy 
conversations about a parly 
or an outing, but the hottest 
topic of all, brotherhood, 
may go unmcntioncd be­
cause it is always present. 
Never taken for granted, the 
brotherhood is the silent but 
powerful bond that every 
Teke shares. 
The men of TKE are cur­
rently distributing the solu­
tion to the student budget, 
the "Survival Card." This spe­
cial card features free pizzas, 
beverages, discounts on 
flowers, tanning, videos, 
shirts, donuts, and much 
more. All of these freebics 
and discounts can be 
redeemed at merchants near 
the campus, with many at the 
new plaza on Kendall Drive. 
The Survival Card - don't 
leave home without it. 
Friday the 13th will be your 
lucky day in May if you get a 
ticket for the "Dead Man's 
Cruise". TKE's semiannual 
booze cruise is here, new and 
improved. Come sink with us 
in scenic Newport Harbor 
aboard the luxurious, "Tiki". 
A limited number of tickets 
are on sale now, so inquiring 
minds should contact your 
friendly neighborhood Teke. 
Delta Sigs gear up 
for WalkAmerIca '88 
Hopefully all of last year's 
Delta Sig walk-a-thon 
participants' feet have 
recovered because it's time 
to do it again. This year's 
walk takes place on Apr. 23rd 
and the theme is "Fifty Years 
of Caring," marking March of 
Dimes fiftieth anniversary. 
Because of new officer instal­
lation and the graduation of 
our previous activities chair­
man our preparation for the 
event is being rushed, but the 
event is mandatory for all 
brothers and should post a 
good turnout. 
Last year hundreds of dol­
lars were raised by our 
brothers to help the March of 
Dimes fight birth defects. 
This year, with your help, we 
can raise even more. Give 
pledges to the ever-present 
Delta Sig bros or better yet, 
fill out an entry form and 
walk with us. This years 
route is only twenty 
kilometers (nearly half the 
size of previous years) and 
the walk is generally a lot of 
fun. 
w. 
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Third Annual Derby Days 
Originally called the "Cbanning Way 
Derby," Derby Days was started around 
1930 by the Alpha Beta Chapter of 
Sigma Chi at U.C. Berkley. Drawing 
crowds of up to 5000, it became hailed 
as the premiere social event as students 
flocked to CHanning Way to see com­
peting sororities battle for the pres-
ti^ous honor of Derby Days cham^on. 
Today, it has become a favorite for many 
Sigma CSii chapters across the country. 
The Iota Alpha Chapter of Sigma Chi 
here at CSUSB continued the tradition 
bringing an exiting week of events to 
campus. Derby Days is an annual com­
petition between the sororities and little 
sister groups, organized by the Sigma 
Chi Fraternity. While Derby Days 
places an emphasis on fim, its primary 
objective is to raise money for those less 
fortunate than we. This year the contest 
raised over $1000 not only for Sigma 
Chi's charities. The Cleo Wallace 
Center and The Option House, but also 
for the charities of each team participat­
ing. 
The 3rd Annual Derby Days com­
merced Tuesday night with a kick-off 
pariy at the American Legion in San 
Bernardino. Members from Alpha 
Delta Pi, Alpha Phi, and the Little Sig-
mas were in attendance at the Hawaiian-
style dance Hlling tue air with Derby 
Days excitement. Brothers and Alurnni 
of Sigma Chi took advantage of the time 
to mix and mingle with all of the par­
ticipants before the competition began. 
On Wednesday, the coaches of each 
team confidently and proudly led the 
way in the opening ceremony proceed­
ings to the Pfau Library. The first event 
of the day, the dunk tank, involved the 
girls having the chance to dunk their own 
Sigma Chi coaches. The dunk event, 
won by Alpha Delta Pi, concluded with 
charitable tries at dunking the Sigma Chi 
Derby Daddy Graham Bcilby. 
That night the most creative event, the 
Air Band Competition, electrTied the 
Upper Commons. The music skits, 
judged by Sigma Chi Alumni and 
CSUSB faculty membt rs, were all out­
standing in their choreogi aphy and per­
formance. The first act by the Sigma Chi 
Brothers included Spike Idol doing his 
own rendition of "Mony, Mony." The 
Little Sigmas, next, captivated the over­
flow audience with their performance, 
complete with a full size Pink Cadillac. 
Ten lively roaches in a roach motel was 
ingeniously used in the Alpha Phi's lip 
sjmc to "Party Gone Out Of Bounds." 
Finally, Alpha Delta Pi brought their act 
down to size and the crowd to cheers 
with the song "Short People." All of the 
girls' hard work on the skits and cos­
tumes paid off as those in attendance 
loved the energetic performances. 
Although Thursday's events were can­
celled due to bad weather, the heated 
competition Friday cleared up the skies. 
The point standings were so close 
among the teams that many believed the 
Derby Chase would determine a winner. 
While some brothers were hunted down 
and surrounded for their derbies, others 
stayed in a designated safe area and bar­
gained with the team members for din­
ner in return for theirs. Sigma Chi 
alumni and CSUSB faculty member 
Nick Anderson's derby, worth fifty 
points, was awarded to the Alpha Phis 
for their unique fund-raising theme. 
The competition came to a climax 
Saturday night with the Derby Days 
Fiesta and Awards Banquet. While the -
band, The Difference, rocked the dance 
hall, everybody anxiously waited for the 
announcement of the Derby Days 
Champion. With an outstanding perfor-
Conton pg. 15 
Alpha Phis show their strength 
Derby Day s Winners: 
Alpha Delta Pi 
Congratulations 
Ladies 
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Typing 
SAVE TIME 
Word Processing and Typing. 
Turn in professional-looking papers. 
Term papers, resumes, cases, essays, 
letters, etc. Near Cal-State. FAST 
and RELIABLE. Call Leslie at Stu­
dent Discount Typing. 887-4644. 
High quality, fast, dependable 
typing service. Call Mrs. Smith, 886-
2509 between 9:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. 
or at 884-5198 other times. 
T Y P I N G / W O R D  
PROCESSING 
Letter quality, any format, spelling 
check-North San Bernardino-Call 
Shirley, 887-3527. 
TYPING AND WORD 
PROCESSING: 
Professional taping at reasonable 
rates. Neat, accurate and timely. 
Mrs. Vincent 882-5398. 
Pick up and deliver, only to youi 
home, dorm, clossroom or place of 
business. Dora V/. Morris, 7^-3998. 
TYPING AND WORD 
PROCESSING: 
Academic papers, reports, 




Reports, resumes, theses. Ex­
perienced APA and legal formats. 
Quality work. Susan Watts, 882-7022. 
Miscellaneous 
HANG GLIDING IS FUN! 
Try this exhilarating sport! 714 
887-6818 
SINGLES CONNECTION 
Local Low cost Dating Club 
Call 882-2800 for free info 
Mention CSUSB for discount 
Help Wanted 
Slimming Pool Manager 
Saturdays & Sundays, 12:00 • 4:00, 
$4.05 per hr. Need certification: in 
CPR WSI and First Aid. Contact 
George Weiny, x7561. 
A Fortune 100 Company is cur­
rently recruiting a part-time paid col­
lege marketing rep. Qualified can­
didates should be a sophomore or 
junior, (at least 21 years of age) heavi­
ly involved with on and off campus 
activities, knowledge of intramural 
actmties and campus administrative 
personnel. 
Send resume to: 
G. Guarino 
1400 Marlborough Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
Personals 
John-John: 
Hi. Wanted to let you know that 1 




What A Bitchen Spring Break. 
Thanks for everything. 
Love Ya 
Joey 
To My Beloved Bear, 
You're the greatest! Many thanks for 
being my only one. 
Love Bearous 
P.S. Good Work "Balloon Man" 
Team - To Sandy, Katherine 
From dog bites to premature labor, 
through thick and thin we made it! 
Good Work! Cheers S.F. 
"Career Day" cont. 
11:30 "How to Ease the Pain of Paying 
for a College Education" 
Presenter: Ted Krug Finanical Aid 
Office - CSUSB 
i2:00-''Job Training Partnership Act" 
Presenter Rochelle 
Department of Job Training & 
Employment, San Bernardino 
12:30 "Hlling out the Federal Applica­
tion Form" 
Presenter: Bill Capron 
Employment Development 
Department - Riverside 
1:00 "The Job Specific Resume" 
Presenter: Jack Dexter 
Career Development Center -
CSUSB 
Derby Days cont. 
mance during the week, Alpha Delta Pi 
took the trophy for the 1988 Derby Days. 
Close behind. Alpha Phi was awarded 
second place and plaque for being the 
most spirited team. Best sportsmanship 
and third place was given to the Little 
Sigma team, who look the title last year. 
During the evening Alumni Nick 
Anderson showed some Derby Days en­
thusiasm playing along with the band 
and singing "Louie, Louie." The night 
and the end of Derby Days also would 
not have been complete without another 
Sigma Chi Shuffic including a! of the 
participants. 
_,The success.of Di»r^.j>a)KLwatik^aofi^ 
have been so outstanding if not fi)r the 
ladies. Not only for bringing excitement 
and competition to the campus but also 
for raising money for the charities. The 
sororities, Little Sigmas, and Brothers of 
Sigma Chi along with all the others who 
participated showed that the spirit of 






Every Tues. 50% Discount 
with student I.D. For CSUSB 
faculty, staff A'students 
(except from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.) 
San Bernardino 
Mexican and American Food 
(Homemade Cooking) 
The Unusual In-FoodService 
Best Burgers, BurritosA Tocos in town 
Complete Country Breakfast $1.99 
Open from 6 a.nx - 9 p.m. 
Phone Orders 881-1191 
4276 N. Sierra Way 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
F REE 
ADMISSION 
Tuesday or Wednesday 
NWds 
Before 10:00 P.M. 
EVERYONE 18 & OLDER 
WELCOME! 
$-|50 WELL 
SF 50 DOMESTIC 















T-SHI r t  [ONtEst  
"so- 1" PLACE 
/A. CASH PRIZE yf — g-s-ccOC 
PrEE 
HOrS' COEUvrEB 
S714 Mission Blvd., Riverside, CA 
PHONE: 682-3322 
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HOW TO 
MAKE YOUR OWN BUa 
r 
Budweiser, 
Therefs no secret to making Budweiser. In fact, we're more than happy to share the recipe with anyone who wants to try their hand at brewing tne King of Beers® First, you'D need the femous Budweiser ingredients. And since your shopping trip will take you around the world, we suggest you charter a plane. You'll need malt from the choicest two-row and 
Your brewer's yeast must come from a carefully protected, pure strain found only in St. Louis. Of course, you'll need some genuine Beechwood. For that you'll have to trek deep into the Arkansas forest. But you'u save time looking for additives and preserva­tives, because we don't use either. 
six-row barley fields in North America. You'll need select hops like the Hallertau from Germany, the Saaz from Czechoslovakia, the Cascade from Washington State and the Williamette from the Oregon Mey. Your search for the right combination of rice will take you to California, Texas, Mississippi and Louisiana. 
Once you've got your ingredients together all you'll need to do is build a sophisticated stateof-tne-art ' jging cellar and 
And in about you'll be brewing the best of 'em. ^ 
brew house, a beechwood aa bottling facility. Throw in a few brewmasters who've spent their entire lives in quest of quality. 100 years, Bud with t 
